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Introduction
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The ﬁrst ﬁlm was shown in China in 1896. Since that time, this new medium has gradually
sunk its roots in the country to become one of the most important forms of popular entertainment. Unlike artists working with other media and genres introduced into China from the
West — such as oil painting, symphonic music and spoken drama — Chinese ﬁlmmakers had
no indigenous traditions to draw on in their efforts to assimilate this foreign novelty. Yet over
the century they have completely mastered the art of ﬁlmmaking and their works have earned
international recognition. To date, more than six hundred Chinese titles have won ﬁlm awards
at various international ﬁlm festivals, including Cannes, Berlin, Locarno, Nantes, New York,
Toronto and Venice.
Many distinctive features developed by Chinese ﬁlm over the last hundred years are the
result and testimony of the particular kinds of interaction linking culture and politics in twentieth-century China. As a form of mass entertainment, Chinese ﬁlm has been affected by
historical forces in an unique way. To understand fully Chinese cinema’s recurring motifs and
images, predominant narrative modes and thematic orientations requires a thorough knowledge of both the industry’s internal development and the historical changes taking place in
society at large. In fact, one of Chinese ﬁlm’s most striking attributes is the way it has responded
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and reacted to political events. Hence, any narrative history of Chinese ﬁlm must be informed
by an understanding of the general history of the country.
The conventional narrative of Chinese ﬁlm history is usually divided into eight distinct
periods: (1) early experiments, (2) the 1920s, (3) the Nanjing decade, (4) wartime, (5) post—war
revival, (6) the ﬁrst seventeen years of the PRC, (7) the Cultural Revolution and (8) the New
Era. Each of these periods corresponds to a speciﬁc phase of socio-political development in
modern Chinese history.

Further reading

.

S. Li (1991), containing essays on periodization and other methodological issues; ZDX (1995:
1-32), a discussion of ﬁlm historiography.
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Early film activities, 1896-1921

The ﬁrst period begins with the introduction of ﬁlm into China in l896 and ends with the
release of the ﬁrst Chinese—made long feature, Yan Ruisheng (dir. Ren Pengnian, 1921).
During this period, China saw her ﬁnal days of imperial rule under the lylanchu Dynasty,
which was overthrown by the revolutionaries in 191 1. But the founding of the new republican
government did not immediately bring wealth and power, two goals sought by the revolutionaries. On the contrary, the political disintegration that had already become evident in the
late nineteenth century only escalated during the early Republican period. Following the death
of Yuan Shikai, the ﬁrst president of the Republic of China, the era of warlordism began.
Meanwhile, Western and Japanese imperialists increased their political and economical
exploitation of China. China’s defeat in the 1895 Sinoﬂapanese war and the Allied intervention following the Boxer Uprising of 1900 marked the high tide of imperialism in China. It
was in this context of increasing foreign penetration and intensifying internal conﬂict that ﬁlm
was ﬁrst imported.
On l l August i896 in Shanghai, a Spaniard named Galen Bocca exhibited the ﬁrst motion
picture to a Chinese audience at an entertainment centre called Xu Garden (Xuyuang) where
variety shows and acrobatic performances were given daily. A year later, an American came
to China and screened movies at a number of teahouses in the city. These screenings lasted
for more than ten days and created a sensation. At this time, as in most parts of the world,
movies were considered a novelty and were viewed as popular entertainment. Early ﬁlms mostly
took as their subject matter exotic places and peoples, thus reinforcing the view of ﬁlm as
exotica. Films shown in China during this period include 7726 Tsar’s Visit to Paris, Y7ze Serpent
Dance in Florida, 7726 Cig» ryrjl/Iadrid, T726 Spanish Dance, The Exhausted Mule and Y7ze Boxer.
These titles illustrate both the nature and the appeal of early movie shows. One Chinese
described what he saw: ‘I recently saw some American electric shadovvplays (yingxz) that
contained wonderful scenes and were full of surprises. One scene showed two cute dancing
blondes, who were then replaced by another scene of two Western wrestling men. One other
scene showed a bathing woman. In yet another scene, a man tried to sleep but was annoyed
by insects. He got up, caught a few insects and put them in his mouth, which made the audience laugh. In one other scene, a magician covered a woman with a blanket. When he unfolded
the blanket the woman was gone. Minutes later the woman reappeared from behind the
blanket.’ This early eyewitness account suggests that the ﬁrst movies to be screened in China
had not yet developed mature narrative techniques and were mostly one—reelers. But works
reminiscent of the two most important ﬁlmmakers of the day, the Lumiere brothers and Mélies,
were presented to Chinese audiences. The short ﬁlm about a man trying to sleep arguably
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reminds one of the Lumieres’ own brand of cinematic realism, while the story of the magician
seems to borrow heavily from Mélies’ famous techniques. These two diametrically opposed
orientations in ﬁlmmaking were to have tremendous impact on later developments, and they
were to be echoed in China as well as throughout the rest of the world.
That foreigners played such a prominent role in the early development of ﬁlm in China
should come as no surprise. China was not alone among non-Western nations in this regard.
As an industrial enterprise, ﬁlm ﬁrst had to establish itself in the exhibition and distribution
sectors in China, because there was hardly any native ﬁlm production. As a result, the majority
of early titles shown in China were \/Vestern imports, and all the ﬁrst-run theatres were located
in foreign concessions and owned by foreign interests.
Chinese ﬁlm production began in 1905. A photographer named Ren Fengtai (l850—1932),
who owned a photographic studio in Beijing, built the city’s ﬁrst movie theatre at the turn of
the century as a sideline business venture. By that time, moviegoing had become so fashionable that the supply of foreign ﬁlms could not keep pace with demand. So Ren decided to
make his own ﬁlms. In spring 1905, with the help of his assistants, Ren ﬁlmed a segment of
Conqueringjun Mountain, featuring Tan Xinpei (1847—l9l7), then the ‘King of Beijing
Opera’, and he continued to ﬁlm some more stage performances by Tan and other renowned
Beijing opera singers later that year. The fact that the earliest ﬁlms attempted to integrate the
new W/estern medium with traditional Chinese theatre says much about the terms on which
ﬁlm was adopted by pioneering Chinese ﬁlmmakers. In 1909, Ren’s studio was mysteriously
destroyed by ﬁre, and his brief adventure in ﬁlm came to an end.
Besides Ren’s ﬁlmed stage performances, a number ofother experimental short features
were also made during the 1910s, although without exception all these early productions
involved foreigners who either worked as technicians or provided ﬁnance for pioneering Chinese
ﬁlmmakers. Among the many foreign ﬁlmmakers who came to China, the American Benjamin
Brodsky was the ﬁrst to set up a studio, Asia (Yaxiya) Film Company. Apart from a documentary entitled C/zina, Brodsky also produced a couple of shorts before entrusting his business
to another American named Yashell. Yashell, who was interested in making ﬁlms about Chinese
life with Chinese casts, hired Zhang Shichuan to manage the new business. Within four years
Asia Film Company had produced about eighteen ﬁlms, including the ﬁrst Chinese short
feature, Y7ze Difﬁcult Couple (1913).
Although Asia Film Company was the ﬁrst to start, the Commercial Press’s Motion Picture
Department actually became the industry leader. As a publishing house, the Commercial Press’s
involvement in ﬁlmmaking was initially only minor. In 1917, an American ﬁlmmaker arrived
in China to launch a big movie venture. However, in two years he had spent all his money
and not produced anything particularly signiﬁcant, with the result that he had to sell his ﬁlm
equipment for a return ticket to the USA. The Commercial Press seized the opportunity to
acquire all of his equipment for only three thousand yuan (Chinese dollars). In 1920, the Board
of Trustees of the Commercial Press ofﬁcially approved the formation of the Motion Picture
Department, and within a year the department had expanded its production base by purchasing
more equipment from the USA. Besides producing ﬁlms, the Motion Picture Department of
the Commercial Press developed ﬁlm stock for other studios.
In addition to Asia Film Company and the Motion Picture Department, two other smaller
studios were also involved in ﬁlmmaking. Based in Hong Kong, Huamei (Sino-American) Films,
managed by Li Minwei, produced Zhuangzi Tests His Wife (1913), while the Shanghaibased Huanxian (Fantasy) Film Company was headed by Zhang Shichuan and Guan Haifeng.
Each of these companies produced only one ﬁlm before going bankrupt. In total, only ﬁve
studios, including Ren Fengtai’s sideline venture, made ﬁlms in the 1910s.
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Since no equivalent for the term ﬁlm was available in traditional Chinese vocabulary, expressions such as ‘electrical shadowplay’ (dianguangyingxz) or simply ‘electric shadow’ (a'ianying) were
soon deployed. These terms are suggestive of how Chinese people understood what ﬁlm was
taken to be. While the ‘electric’ component of ‘this expression emphasized the technical aspects
of this new medium, ‘shadowplay’ was simply an appropriation of an existing Chinese word
referring to a traditional form of popular entertainment called paring xi (leather shadowplay).
The techniques and operating principles of the Chinese shadowplay are quite similar to that
of the motion picture. In this form of Chinese folk art, human and animal ﬁgures are carved
out of leather (mostly donkey skin, which is why in many parts of China this art is also called
la paling ~ donkey skin shadowplay) and projected on to a screen. While the puppeteers and
light sources are kept to one side of the screen, the audience watches the movements
and shadowy images from the other side. An example of this practice can be found in T0 Live
(dir. Zhang Yixnou, 1994), where the protagonist was originally a shadowplay artist.
Understandably, when the Chinese ﬁrst saw motion pictures, they likened them to their traditional shadowplay, and because of this similarity, some Chinese are still claiming to this day
that the origins of motion pictures should be traced to the traditional shadowplay in China.
\/Vhile ‘electric shadowplay’ was the earliest Chinese expression for movies, other terms such
as ‘Western shadowplay’ were also used. In fact, during the 1910s and early 19205, ‘shadowplay’ was the most frequently used word for movies. It was not until the early 1920s that the
Chinese began to use the current word, ‘electric shadow’ (dianying), to refer to the motion
pictures. This progression in terminology is indicative of the progression in Chinese understanding of ﬁlm as an imported medium. Obviously, the Chinese were increasingly aware of
the medium’s technical dimensions and so began to realize the incongruity of likening movies
to traditional Chinese shadowplays.
Outside of questions of naming, the early Chinese response to movies was nothing short of
enthusiastic. V\='hile some commented on how the representation of the world in movies provides
the supreme demonstration of the illusive nature of reality, others were more impressed by ﬁlm
realism. People were amused, amazed and ultimately entertained by this new technology and
the various possibilities it presented. As more ﬁlms were imported into China, ﬁlm watching
also became more popular. In 1904, when Empress Dowager Cixi celebrated her seventieth
birthday in the imperial palace, the British embassy in Beijing presented her with a ﬁlm
projector and several reels of ﬁlm. Unfortunately, though, the generator exploded during the
screening at the party, and Cixi, taking this as a bad omen, ordered the prohibition of any
future ﬁlm exhibition in the Forbidden City.
Cixi’s ruling may have prevented her ofﬁcials from seeing any more ﬁlms within the conﬁnes
of the imperial palace, but ﬁlm attracted an ever larger audience outside the palace walls. In
1901, the ﬁrst theatre houses exclusively devoted to movies appeared in Hong Kong and
Taiwan. The ﬁrst theatre in Beijing appeared in 1907, while around the same time movie
theatres were being built in Shanghai by Western and Japanese businessmen. By 1926, the
number of movie theatres in China had mushroomed to 106, with a total seating capacity of
68,000, ﬁgures that do not take into account other entertainment sites, such as YMCAS, where
ﬁlms were shown regularly. Despite many failures, the development of ﬁlm in these three
decades prepared Chinese ﬁlmmakers for the bigger strides they were to make in the next
phase.
See also: theatre and ﬁlm

Further reading
Zhong et al. (1997), a historical study of early ﬁlm exhibition and ﬁlm audiences.
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The movie craze of the 19205

During the 1920s, Chinese industry and national economy enjoyed a brief respite from foreign
competition due to the destructive effects of World War I in Europe. The Western powers,
preoccupied with post-war reconstruction, relaxed their grip on China. The war had also significantly cut supplies from Europe and so created a shortage of available ﬁlms for exhibition.
While this situation allowed Hollywood to step in and ﬁll the vacuum, it also gave Chinese
ﬁlmmakers a share of the market. Furthermore, as the popularity of movies increased, so did
the demand for full-length feature ﬁlms. Theatre owners could no longer satisfy audiences with
programmes consisting of only short ﬁlms. To cater to this market demand in 1921, Chinese
ﬁlmmakers produced three long features: Yan Ruisheng, Sea Oath (dir. Guan Haifeng, 1921)
and Yhe Vampire (a’ir. Dan Duyu, 1921).
Yan Ruisheng was based on a sensational Shanghai murder case of 1920. The case involved
a young man named Yan Ruisheng who killed a prostitute for money. The victim, \/Vang
Lianying, was not an ordinary hooker, but a concubine of great renown in the pleasure quarters of Shanghai, where she bore the title ‘Queen of the Flowers’. The case received huge
publicity. The Shanghai Cinema Studies Society decided to make a ﬁlm about it and asked
Yan’s good friend Chen Shouzhi to play Yan. Chen not only looked like Yan, he had the same
mannerisms. In the hope of achieving a sense of authenticity, the studio also found a former
prostitute to play the victim.
Sea Oath concerns a romance between a modern girl named Fuzhu and her artist lover.
After they have declared their love for each other, Fuzhu then decides to leave the artist when
she is tempted by a wealthy suitor. However, Fuzhu’s conscience awakens at her wedding and
she goes back to the artist. Thelatter, angry, refuses to see her. The girl then goes to the
seashore with the intention of committing suicide, but the artist arrives just in time to rescue
her. The two are reconciled and live happily ever after. At a time when arranged marriage
was still the dominant practice, the ‘free love’ between Fuzhu and the artist in this ﬁlm represents a challenge to tradition. Interestingly, the narrative of Sea Oath looks rather Western, thus
rendering the ﬁlm both refreshing and outlandish. The ﬁlm was a commercial success. Its
female lead, Yin l\/lingzhu, who was a well known ﬁgure in Shanghai society, soon became
one of the earliest Chinese ﬁlm stars.
‘
The third long feature was The Vampire. Its director, Guan Haifeng, based the ﬁlm on a
French detective story so as to cash in on the detective and thriller genres that were in vogue
at that time, especially among younger audiences. The Vampire centres on the kidnapping of
Doctor Bao and his rescue by the girl who loves him. The evil characters are mainly beautiful
young women who live in a secret cave, a fact that, together with the use of special effects,
contributed to the ﬁ1m’s success at the box-office.
An important backdrop to the growth of the Chinese ﬁlm industry in the 19205 was the
relative freedom enjoyed by ﬁlmmakers operating in places such as Shanghai. The political
fragmentation of China by the warlords had, ironically, created an environment in which intellectual pluralism and cultural diversity could flourish, and ﬁlm’s rapid growth at this time was
directly linked to this laisse.z—ﬁzire condition. The absence of any effective government spared
the Chinese ﬁlm industry direct state interference, a luxury that it would never again enjoy
for the remainder of the century.
During this decade, moviegoing became a fashionable pastime for city dwellers, and ﬁlm
stars began to join ranks with social celebrities. Many adventurous capitalists were eager to
invest in the ﬁlm business. In response to the movie craze, the number of theatres rose dramatically throughout the country, and new ﬁlm studios mushroomed in Shanghai and other major
cities. Many businessmen who had earlier refused to take ﬁlm seriously now began to get
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involved in production and exhibition. By the mid-1920s, a total of 176 studios had been established in the country, 146 of them in Shanghai alone.
The mushrooming of ﬁlm studios may have been indicative of a new enthusiasm for ﬁlm,
but it would be wrong to see the 1920s as the golden age of Chinese cinema. In fact, very few
studios survived for more than a year, and even fewer actually produced any ﬁlms. Most of
these studios were started by opportunist capitalists looking to make some quick money. With
only a few thousand yuan in their pockets, they borrowed equipment, shot pictures in rented
studios and cast family members with no prior acting experience. The manner in which these
studios were operated was bound to produce ﬁlms of poor quality. And yet, by increasing the
market supply of ﬁlms, they substantially reduced a ﬁlm’s per copy price. What had sold for
7,000—8,000 yuan per copy in the early 1920s could sell for only 1,000—2,000 yuan by the
middle of the decade. As a result, a large number of mediocre and junk ﬁlms flooded the movie
theatres.
This situation worried the established ﬁlm studios. They accused the smaller studios of
damaging the healthy growth of the ﬁlm industry by alienating Chinese audiences from domestically produced ﬁlms and so driving them to better-produced foreign titles. In 1928, setting
out to squeeze out their small rivals, six major movie establishments in Shanghai — Mingxing,
1VIinxin, Da Zhonghua—Baihe, Shanghai Film Company, China Theatre and Youlian — joined
forces to form a corporation named ‘Liuhe’ (the United Six). In their manifesto, Liuhe stressed
the need to advance the Chinese ﬁlm industry by improving production quality. The real issue,
however, was the elimination of the rival studios. Liuhe’s strategy of ‘ﬁghting poison with poison’
(yidu gongdu) meant not only that the new corporation was going to compete with the smaller
studios by duplicating what the latter planned to produce, but that it was going to do it with
more capital, better equipment, bigger stars and a faster rate of production. By all accounts,
the strategy worked, because by the late 1920s fewer than a dozen ﬁlm studios were still in
business.
VVhile engaging in direct combat with small studios, the major studios also appealed to the
government to establish ofﬁcial control over the industry in the hope of further weakening their
rivals. They won public sympathy by resorting to nationalistic rhetoric, arguing that in order
to ﬁght off foreign dominance of China’s ﬁlm market, it was necessary to stamp out the irresponsible smaller studios. By the late 1920s, the Kuomintang (KMT) government had begun
its censorship operation, with ﬁlms dealing with martial arts, legends and myths among the
ﬁrst targets. Since most of the smaller studios were completely dependent on proﬁts generated
by these genres, the government’s action directly threatened their existence. Although the major
studios were also involved in making these types of movies, their production base was more
diversiﬁed, and so they could better adapt to new government policies. After this self-structuring from within and government intervention from without, the Chinese ﬁlm industry moved
toward a period of further consolidation in the 1930s.
See also: censorship and ﬁlm; detective ﬁlm; genre ﬁlms; love and marriage; martial arts ﬁlm

Further reading
S. Hong (1995), on commercial ﬁlms of the 1920s; C. Tan (1995), a survey of early cinema.
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Early film people

In the early days, Chinese ﬁlmmakers mainly came from the xinxi (i.e., new Western-style
spoken drama) tradition. Theatre was traditionally one of the most popular performing arts in
China. At the turn of the century, there was an enormous audience for Beijing opera and
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various regional operas. At this time, some returned Chinese students introduced Western-style
plays to Chinese audiences. This new form of theatre, called xinxi or wemningxi (civilized play),
was particularly popular with young people because it dealt with contemporary issues and
events.
In formal terms, the Western-style theatre took a more naturalistic approach to stage design
and acting, differing markedly from the highly stylized and ‘expressive’ aesthetic traditions of
Chinese theatre. For this reason, it was easier for the ‘new theatre’ to make the transition from
theatre to ﬁlm. For instance, Zheng Zhengqiu, the ‘founding father’ of Chinese cinema,
began his career as a professional Beijing opera critic, and wrote, directed and acted in a
number of ‘new plays’ before starting to make ﬁlms. Another important film producer of the
l920s—30s, Shao Zuiweng, who founded Tianyi Film Company in l925 and subsequently
directed many ﬁlms, also had previous experience as a theatre manager. When he made the
transition to ﬁlmmaking, he brought the entire staff of his theatre with him.
Film actors and actresses were even more closely linked to the ‘new theatre’ movement, but
unlike the ‘brain power’ of the ﬁlm industry — screen writers, studio managers and directors ~
who mainly came from well-to—do families, ﬁlm actors and actresses were usually recruited
from the lower social strata. This situation arose because in traditional society acting was considered a lowly occupation, one which respectable families would not let their sons and daughters
enter. Popular perceptions of actresses equated them with dancing girls and prostitutes. Not
surprisingly, then, the social ritual of electing a reigning ‘Queen of l\’lOVlC Stars’ was conducted
in exactly the same fashion as the election ofthe ‘Queen ofthe Flowers’ in late Q_ing_ However,
movie stars themselves felt superior to their fellow entertainers. On one occasion, a group of
ﬁlm actors took offence at an advertising poster that listed their names beneath those of ming/Jiao (famous opera performers) and ming/zua (famous flowers, that is, prostitutes).
The lack of respect given movie stars was a major obstacle to the development ofChincse
cinema. It deterred many talented people from entering a world looked upon as corrupt. The
relatively low salaries paid to ﬁlm actors and actresses also reﬂected this social status. During
the l920s, for instance, ﬁlm actresses were usually paid between one and four yuan a day,
hardly a handsome income. As movies became more established in the late 1920s and early
1930s, the major studios developed a casting system. A small group of ‘stars’ were paid fees
for every ﬁlm in which they appeared, in addition to their base salaries. The basic cast were
just paid a regular monthly salary. For instance, Hu Die (Butterﬂy W'u), one of the leading
female stars of the l920s*30s, earned a monthly salary of 2,000 yuan, at that time the highest
salary for a Chinese movie star, while Ai Xia (? ~ l935), a member of the basic cast of Mingxing
Film Company, made slightly over 100 a month. The leading male star at Lianhua, Yan,
sometimes referred to as ‘the king of cinema’, earned only 320 yuan a month, while a 1930s
dancing girl could make as much as l,l00. Although movie stars enjoyed greater social prestige than dancing girls, the lack of ﬁnancial incentives made many stars abandon the ﬁlm world
and join dance clubs instead. The consequent shortage of talented actors created a situation
whereby, as some contemporary observers complained, anyone who appeared in a movie was
treated as a star, regardless of their actual abilities.
Like movie stars elsewhere, Chinese actors had tremendous mass appeal. They set fashion
trends and were invited to conduct opening ceremonies and promote domestic products. They
were also the subject of gossip. Although stars were not necessarily guilty of the sins they were
accused of, their private lives were put under constant public scrutiny. Because of their social
influence, efforts were made to mould them into living models for society. Such efforts ranged
from open criticism and ridicule of some stars’ ‘libertine’ life-styles to the publicly offered advice
of good intent; that is, from the offering of best ﬁlm actor/ actress awards to the studio’s direct
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interference in the private lives of its stars. The suicides of Ai Xia and Ruan Lingyu well
illustrate the social pressures faced by, in particular, female stars. On the whole, though, few
actors or actresses were as politically committed as the screen writers and ﬁlm critics.
During the 19205, ﬁction writers from the Mandarin Duck and Butterfly school ﬁgured
prominently in the world of ﬁlm. l\/Iany ﬁlms produced in the l920s were either scripted by
them or adapted from their works. This literary genre was enormously popular with urban
readers, and many in the ﬁlm industry shared the sentiments of its writers. In comparison with
the radical l\Iay Fourth intellectuals, these writers were much more ambivalent about Wlestern
culture. \\"ritten in traditional narrative styles, their works featured protagonists torn between
the forces of the old and the new.
It might be argued that before the 19305 very few people were committed to politics. Wlhen
it came to writing ﬁlm scripts, even a ﬁgure such as Hong Shen, otherwise an outspoken social

critic and iconoclast of the New Culture movement, wrote in a more subdued manner. In
many ways Hong’s scripts resembled those of the Mandarin Duck and Butterﬂy writers. But
that is not to say that early Chinese ﬁlmmakers were not concerned with socio-political issues.
On the contrary, one of the most accomplished ﬁlm directors of the period, Ren Pengnian,
portrayed patriotic heroes elevating the interests of the nation above those of personal love in
two ﬁlms, Sm?! T0/d at Lax! (1922) and Urrrbzrlla 0fPa!n'0tisn1 (1923). Zheng Zhengqiu stated that
his Orphan Rescues Grandfather(l9‘23) dramatized the importance ofeducation. Similarly,
.~l/Jmm'onm’ llbman (dir. Li Zeyuan, Hou Yao, 1924) addressed the complex issue of women’s
liberation. In many ways, socially conscious ﬁlmmakers oflater generations inherited their sense
of responsibility from this founding generation.

Further reading
X. He (1982), on Zhang Shichuan and Mingxing; C. Tan (1992a,b), two studies of Zheng
Zhengqiu.

5

The Nanjing decade, 1927-37

The founding of the KMT Nanjing government in 1927 signalled the beginning of the end
for the lawless situation that had marked the second phase of development in Chinese ﬁlm
history. The new regime’s efforts at political centralization and ideological control ushered
in a new era of state intervention in cultural and intellectual life. In the early 19305, as the
Nationalists gradually consolidated their control, they began to exert more authority over
the entertainment industry. The establishment of the National Film Censorship Committee in
l93l was just one example of the government’s efforts at constructing a new national culture.
State censorship was designed to enlist the services of the modern media in the project of
national reconstruction and so dictate what could or could not be produced. This political
intervention was to have a tremendous impact on ﬁlm’s development during the l930s, and
its legacy can still be seen in mainland China and Taiwan today.
In addition to state involvement, two other factors also shaped the ﬁlm industry during the
1930s. Firstly, the increasing Japanese aggression against China created a sense of national
crisis. Secondly, a group of dedicated underground Communist writers and ﬁlm critics managed
to inﬁltrate the ﬁlm industry. The combination of these political and historical forces was to
change the course of Chinese ﬁlm history.
The developments at three studios best reﬂect these trends. Cne of the oldest and most
important studios in China, Mingxing Film Company, was founded in 1922 by Zhang
Shichuan, Zhou Jianyun, Zheng Zhengqiu, Renjinping and Zheng Zhegu, all of whom
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recognized ﬁlm’s potential for ﬁnancial proﬁt and social reform. Indeed, the twin drives to
make money and provide a positive moral inﬂuence on society dominated the company’s
history. While Zhang Shichuan is representative of the more pragmatic, proﬁt-oriented
approach, Zheng Zhengqiu was more idealistic about ﬁlm’s social responsibility. Zhang wanted
to make entertaining ﬁlms free of moral didacticism. Zheng, on the other hand, strongly believed
in providing audiences with moral guidance.
The company’s ﬁrst productions apparently followed Zhang’s line of thinking. After its debut,
a newsreel about a French general’s visit to Shanghai, l\/Iingxing churned out three comedies
and one drama on subjects ranging from Charlie Chaplin’s visit to Shanghai to a real-life case
of patricide. However, these ﬁlms failed to generate the expected proﬁts and placed the
company in ﬁnancial trouble. Only after the commercial success of Owjphan Rescues
Grandfather in 1925’ was the company able to regain ﬁnancial strength. The success of this
morally explicit ﬁlm seemed to prove that Zheng was right to insist on ﬁlm’s social responsibility. Besides, commercial success and moral didacticism were not mutually exclusive.
lylingxing later produced a series of movies in a similar pattern, all of which presented the
struggle between good (e.g., motherly love, philanthropy, education) and evil (e.g., old social
customs, warlords, the tyranny of the traditional family). Good always triumphed in the end.
In some ways, it was this emphasis on moral didacticism that opened the door for the leftist
ﬁlmmakers of the early 1930s. As one of the general managers of the company, Zheng may
not have shared leftist ideology, but he certainly shared a belief in ﬁlm’s social and moral
responsibilities. Such shared belief lay behind the company’s decision to hire a group of wellknown leftists for its script department. It is no coincidence that Mingxing was actively engaged
in producing leftist ﬁlms in the early 1930s.
Lianhua Film Company was founded in 1930 by Luo Mingyou, who had started a theatre
business while still a student at Beijing University. Luo’s strong sense of mission would eventually lead him to a Christian priesthood, but in the early years it revealed itself in the way he
managed business and selected ﬁlms. Under his management, Zhenguang Theatre in Beijing
earned a reputation for showing quality ﬁlms in the early 19205. His low price admission fees
allowed more people to enjoy movies. Ironically, Luo’s seemingly nonchalant attitude toward
proﬁt actually brought in more revenue. By the late 1920s, Luo managed more than twenty
movie theatres and controlled the entire distribution network in Northern China.
In 1929, Luo went to Shanghai and persuaded two studios, Minxin and Great China-Lily
(Da Zhonghua-Baihe), to jointly set up a new company. Minxin was founded by Li Minwei
in Hong Kong on 14 May 1923 and moved to Shanghai in 1926. Great China-Lily, as the
name suggests, was the result of a merger between Great China and Lily in 1926. The new
company employed a group of highly educated people noted for their progressive ‘\/Vesternized’
views. The alliance of Luo’s distribution network in Northern China and the production capabilities of these two Shanghai studios led to the establishment of Lianhua Film Company. On
Lianhua’s board of trustees were: He Dong, a millionaire from Hong Kong; Xiong Xiling, the
former prime minister of Duan Qjrui’s Beijing government; Feng Gengguang, general manager
of the ‘ Bank of China; Yu Fengzhi, wife of the Northeastern warlord Zhang Xueliang;
Luo Wengan, foreign minister of the Nanjing government and Luo 1\’Iingyou’s uncle; and Luo
Xuefu, Luo’s father and chair of the Hong Kong Chamber of Commerce. With so many
powerful ﬁgures, Lianhua Film Company enjoyed close ties with the Nanjing government.
In its manifesto, Lianhua declared its mission to elevate art, promote culture, enlighten the
masses, and rescue China’s ﬁlm industry from degeneration and deterioration. Such
pronouncements were very much in accord with cultural policies of the Nanjing government.
As a highly respected studio, Lianhua staffed its management, writing, directing and acting
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departments with well-educated people. l\/lany employees had \\’estern education and a
‘progressive’ outlook. Lianhua produced twelve ﬁlms in its ﬁrst two years. The ﬁrst two releases,
rllrmorias (ft/zc Old Capizfal and Wild Flower (both rlir. Sun Yu, 1930), greatly impressed audiences and brought a new look to domestic production. l\/Iany titles deal with pressing
contemporary issues. Too melodramatic to qualify as realism, they nevertheless engaged social
conditions of the 1930s.
Lianhua’s ﬁlms rejected the highly theatrical and exaggerated acting styles of the new theatre

in favour of an emphasis on the cinema’s visual potential. Their sophisticated use of montage,
camera angle, lighting and visual effects sets them apart. Many contemporary observers believed
that the emergence of Lianhua ended the prevalence of such genres as martial arts and ghosts
and immortals. In this regard, Lianhua initiated a new trend for social ﬁlms. Between 1930
and 1937, the studio produced ninety—four titles. including the well known Hzmzamtr t'dz'r. Bu
Wancang, 1932;, Big Road (dir. Sun Yu, 193-l}, New Woman. Song of the Fisherrnen
{both 1271'. Cai Chusheng. all 1931,. Goddess (1931: and L2’///(Y .~lngz'/ (1935. both r/ii". Wu

Yonggangj. In contrast to Miiigxiiig. whose audience came mostly from the leisure class.
Lianhua established a loyal following among the better educated, especially young students.
Financially independent. Lianhua voluntarily cooperated with the K;’\IT government. mainly

because of Luos close ties to Nziiijiiig. \\'hen the K.\IT authorities prepared to set up their own
ﬁlm studio in the mid-1930s. Luo was appointed advisor to the planning committee. and he was
among the delegation of Chinese industrialists later sent by the government on a tour ofEuropc
and the LISA. In return. Lianhua produced Iron Bl’)‘(/t(1‘l’l‘. Yuan Congmei. l93lf in support of

Plate 1

;\Iem0rie.r qf the Ola’ Capital (1930)
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the government’s call for public support. By late 1935, Lianhua had released Little Angel and
The Spirit zyft/ze Nation (dir. Luo Mingyou, 1935), both of which aimed to advance the New Life
Movement sponsored by the government. In this regard, Lianhua contrasted drastically with
Mingxing, which on more than one occasion refused to take orders from the government.
Tianyi was founded in 1925 by the Shao (Shaw) brothers, with the oldest, Shao Zuiweng,
in charge. During the 1920s, Tianyi opposed the imitation of Western models and took the
lead in making ‘genuinely’ Chinese ﬁlms. To ensure such authentic ‘Chineseness’, a number
of Tianyi productions were based on popular legends and myths or adapted from classical literature. Far removed from contemporary social concerns, these movies catered largely to the
tastes of the lower classes. Tianyi productions of the 1920s were usually scorned by progres~
sive-minded critics who charged that they perpetuated superstitious beliefs, lacked historical
accuracy in their costume dramas and were of lowly artistic standard. Nevertheless, out of the
140 studios operating in Shanghai during the 1920s, Tianyi was one of only a dozen to survive
into the 19305. It even managed to become one of the three major movie establishments in
the country. From 1930 to 1937, it produced a total of sixty-two films, second only to Mingxing
and Lianhua.
After the Japanese invaded Manchuria in September 1931, a strong nationalistic sentiment
swept China. Suddenly, entertainment and fantasy ﬁlms seemed irrelevant and frivolous. Films
addressing nationalistic concerns found an enthusiastic audience. Tianyi, which had long been
notorious for churning out commercial flicks, was pressured into adjusting its policies. Beginning
in 1932, the studio made several ﬁlms dealing with the national crisis caused by Japanese
aggression. For instance, Two Or,/1/zan Girl; from t/ze Mart/least (dir. Li Pingqian, 1932) concerns
two girls forced to flee their invaded homeland in Northeastern China. Stranded i11 Shanghai,
they meet a young doctor and both fall in love with him. But when theJapanese attack Shanghai
in 1932, the two sisters put aside their personal feelings, join a medical team and nurse the
wounded soldiers. Touched by the two girls’ patriotic spirit, the doctor also offers his services.
Struggle (dir. Qiu Qixiang, 1933), another Tianyi production, calls for rapprochement between
warring Chinese in the name of the ﬁght against the common Japanese enemy. The story
centres on a young peasant whose wife has been raped and killed by an evil landlord. The
peasantjoins the Chinese resistance and, getting the chance to avenge himself on the evil landlord, decides to save his bullets for the Japanese instead.
These ﬁlms reflected the change of mood among Chinese ﬁlmmakers as well as among the
general audience. Indeed, audiences now seemed to demand ﬁlms that addressed their concerns.
In this context the making of socially responsible ﬁlms was not necessarily incompatible with
the earning of proﬁt. It is no exaggeration to say that the large number of serious ﬁlms produced
in the early 1930s was the result of the studios’ attempt to respond to changed tastes. It was
against this backdrop that leftist cinema made its ﬁrst appearance.
See also: comedy; costume drama; documentary; family; ghosts and immortals; leftist ﬁlm;
martial arts ﬁlm; melodrama

Further reading
Li and Hu (1996), a history of silent cinema; M. Severson (1996), a report of Chinese silent
ﬁlms screened in Italy; ZDYYZ (1996), a large collection of historical material on silent cinema.
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Leftist film

The term leftist ﬁlm refers to a group of titles produced in the 1930s highly critical of the KMT
government. They usually depict society’s dark side, express indignation over social injustice
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and advocate radical social reform. It is a mistake, however, to assume that all leftist ﬁlms were
made by leftist ﬁlmmakers. In fact, their producers came from diverse cultural and political
backgrounds. Some, such as Bu Wancang, Zhang Shichuan and Zheng Zhengqiu, were
veteran ﬁlm directors of the 1920s. They took the view that ﬁlm ought to promote social
progress and improve people’s living conditions. Because of their conviction, their ﬁlms consistently dramatize the misfortunes of the working class, the sufferings of the weak and powerless,
and the moral corruption of the rich and powerful. But their critiques of social injustice were
rooted in a humanistic concern for the downtrodden, whereas people like Tian Han, Xia
Yan and Yang Hansheng were committed underground Communists with specific political
agendas and interests. Their primary objective was to discredit the KMT government by highlighting its widespread failures. The portrayal of poverty, injustice, class conﬂict, and the moral
decay of the rich and powerful in leftist ﬁlms thus served a subversive purpose. Finally, there
were people like Cai Chusheng, Sun Yu and Wu Yonggang who, while not Communists
themselves, were persuaded by leftist ideals and formed alliances with leftist ﬁlmmakers. Films
by this last group of people contributed signiﬁcantly to the development of the leftist cinema
movement.
Although the beginnings of the leftist cultural movement in China can be traced to the 1928
debate on revolutionary literature, leftist cinema was not set in motion until the 1931 forma-

tion of the League of Leftist Performing Artists. This organization included a number of
Communist intellectuals who were to play important roles in the leftist cinema movement.
As the brainchild of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), the League served in the front line
of the party’s ideological war against the Nationalists. Among other things, the League’s manifesto stressed the need to develop proletarian cinema. In the following year, Xia Yan, Zheng
Boqi and Qian Xingcun (Ah Ying) were invited by Mingxing’s management to join its script
department. Meanwhile, Tian Han was offered a position as screen writer by Lianhua and
appointed Director of the Script Division by Yihua Film Company. Thus, the creative nucleus
of China’s three major studios was under the inﬂuence of the CCP. In 1932, Xia Yan organized the ‘Communist cinema group’, whose members included Qian Xingcun, VVang Chenwu,
Shi Linghe, and Situ
The group was accepted by the League as a subdivision and
subject to the direct leadership of the CCP’s Cultural Committee. The combination of able
leadership, individual talent and ingenuity, and favourable circumstances resulted in the
production of a large number of leftist ﬁlms that exerted an influence throughout the industry.
The true identity of Communist workers was kept secret. After the purge of 1927, in which
thousands of Communists were arrested and killed by the Nationalists, no one in the ﬁlm
industry wanted to be openly associated with the CCP, although many harboured sympathy
for leftist platforms. Some studio producers and managers, such as Lianhua’s Luo Mingyou
and Mingxing’s Zheng Zhengqiu, and, to some extent, even a number of Nationalist ofﬁcials,
shared the view that ﬁlm must play a positive role in China’s social progress by doing more
than just offering entertainment. Such sentiments provided a fertile and relatively protected
ground for Communist activity in the ﬁlm industry. Indeed, leftist ﬁlms were mainly characterized by their focus on social problems, which chimed well with the industry’s general shift
toward more socially conscientious positions. To some extent, the serious nature — rather than
the critical edge — of leftist ﬁlms was congruous with cultural policies of the KMT government,
as both lashed out at what was considered frivolous subject matter. Since the early, 1930s, the
regime had encouraged ﬁlms concerned with national issues, and in this respect some leftist
titles were more in keeping with state policies than the escapist fantasies of entertainment
movies. When it came to selecting ﬁlms to represent China at international ﬁlm festivals, the
Nationalist censors picked titles later identiﬁed as leftist.
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The reasons for the Nationalist censors’ tolerance of leftist ﬁlm are extremely complex.
Certainly, ambiguity over what actually constituted a leftist ﬁlm generated a good deal of confusion for both the censors and studio managers. In addition, factional power struggles within
the KMT government reduced the effectiveness of control over the ﬁlm industry. Finally, some
Nationalist officials, including many ﬁlm censors, were in sympathy with the views expressed
by leftist cinema. After all, the Nanjing government was not a monolithic entity, and from time
to time more liberal-minded opinions managed to hold sway. These factors allowed for the
production and exhibition of ﬁlms antagonistic to the regime. For example, Twenty-Four
Hours in Shanghai (dir. Shen Xiling, 1933) portrays the hardships endured by ordinary
city dwellers in their daily lives. Wild Torrents (dir. Cheng Bugao, 1933) tells the story of
flood victims’ confrontation with an evil landlord. The Uprising (dir. Xu Xinfu, 1933) sympathizes with the salt workers who rebelled against the capitalists. Other ﬁlms, such as Dawn
Over the Metropolis (dir. Cai Chusheng, 1933), Plunder of Peach and Plum (dir. Yuan
Muzhi, 1934), Big Road, Goddess, New Woman and Street Angel (dir. Shen Xiling,
1937), share similar ideological orientations.
In addition to producing a large number of inﬂuential ﬁlms, the leftists also controlled the
public forum of ﬁlm criticism. In their capacity as editors of, or contributors to, several major
newspaper columns, leftist critics dominated the public discourse on cinema. Their views on
ﬁlm had tremendous inﬂuence over directors and studio managers. By making a concerted
effort to engage and discredit their political opponents, leftist ﬁlm critics greatly shaped public
opinion.
But the political thrust of leftist ﬁlm, particularly its evocation of class struggle, irritated
many right-wing Nationalists who found the ﬁlm industry’s turn to the left disturbing and
worried that such radical ideology might fan already widespread social discontent. Because the
Film Censorship Committee, the only government agency authorized to deal with such matters,
took a rather lenient attitude towards ﬁlm censorship, right-wing Nationalists found it difficult
to stop the production and exhibition of politically antagonistic ﬁlms by official means. So they
took matters into their own hands. In the early morning of 12 November 1933, a group armed
with sticks and bricks stormed Yihua and trashed its equipment. In addition to leaving
pamphlets full of slogans such as ‘Eradicate the Communists’, they also posted a public letter
and signed themselves as members of the ‘Anti-Communist Squad of the Film Industry in
Shanghai’. The next day many ﬁlm studios in Shanghai received letters warning them of the
menace of Communism. The studios were instructed to stop hiring leftists. These letters and
pamphlets identiﬁed ﬁlmmakers like Tian Han and Xia Yan, and listed the titles of ﬁlms considered suspect.
Right-wing Nationalists also blamed the government ﬁlm censors for allowing these ﬁlms to
pass through their office, and they accused the censors of being blind to Communist propaganda. Their scare tactics were effective. Within a few weeks, many of the known leftist
ﬁlmmakers were in hiding. Although Lianhua and Mingxing continued to produce a few more
leftist titles, Yihua reverted to the production of just entertainment ﬁlms. Yet the movement’s
inﬂuence remained strong. The legacy of leftist ﬁlm was not only revived in the late 1940s; it
also continues to inspire ﬁlmmakers of the 1980s—90s.
See also: censorship and ﬁlm

Further reading
C. Berry (l989b), a brief discussion of leftist ﬁlm; Bo Chen (1993), a large collection of
historical material on the leftist cinema movement; N. Ma (1989), a critical analysis of leftist
ﬁlm.
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Soft film

The violent right-wing Nationalist response to the leftist ﬁlm group reveals the ﬁercencss and
intensity of the ﬁght to control ﬁlm production. Yet not everyone took such a partisan position. Some considered it sad that ﬁlm had become so politicized and began to stress the
medium’s other values. They rejected the didacticism so prevalent in many leftist ﬁlms by
calling ﬁlm ‘ice-cream for the eyes’ - sensuous, pleasing and devoid of politics. They complained
that leftist ﬁlms were dominated by ideology and lacked artistic reﬁnement. They believed that
a ﬁlm’s representation of life should remain ‘soft’ ~ a quality that resembled ﬁlm stock itself.
The type of ﬁlm thus promoted has been termed soft cinema.
The champions of soft cinema included artists, poets, film critics and screen writers, most
notably Liu a’ou(1900—40), Mu Shiying, Huang Jiamo and Huang Tianshi. They began to
publish essays in early 1933 calling for a new approach to ﬁlmmaking. In their view, the primary
function of ﬁlm was to entertain the audience, to please their senses and make them feel good,
rather than to lecture them and force ideas down their throats. As one essay put it, movies
should be ‘ice—cream for the eyes and a couch for the soul’. Advocates of soft cinema accused
leftist ﬁlms of over-emphasizing content and neglecting form. For them, leftist ﬁlm did nothing
but expose social ills and peddle propaganda for the CCP.
Understandably, the leftists responded with torrents of counter accusations. Critics argued
that as there was nothing soft about poverty, injustice and class conﬂict, ﬁlms must confront
hard social realities. But the leftists’ triumph over soft cinema in ﬁlm publications did
not stop the industry’s drift away from serious ﬁlms. By. the mid-1930s, the majority of ﬁlm
directors and screen writers had softened their critical stance and begun to stress the values
of entertainment. Following the commercial success of Girl in Disguise (dir. Fang Peilin,
1936), a ﬁlm scripted by Huang Jiamo, a signiﬁcant number of ﬁlms were made using the
same formula: engaging story, sensational event, fantastic visual effects and apolitical world
view.
The rise of soft cinema in the mid-1930s had its roots in political history. Ever since 1905,
ﬁlmmakers had oscillated between two approaches, one focusing on ﬁlm’s entertainment value,
the other on its social function. This division may not be absolute, but it has always existed.
The two box-ofﬁce hits of the 1920s, Yan Ruisheng and O1phan Rescues Grandfather,
represent two early examples of this split. The commercial concern held sway until the early
1930s. Films of ghosts and immortals, legends and myths, as well as tales of martial arts heroes
and heroines, were industry staples during the 1920s. By the early 19305 however, a series of
changes turned the industry toward the production of more socially conscious ﬁlms. This development contributed to the rise of leftist cinema. Soft cinema, a reaction to the excesses of leftist
ﬁlmmaking, advocated a revival of the legacy of entertainment ﬁlms of the 1920s. But at the
same time, its emphasis on the importance of artistic reﬁnement and good craftsmanship
reﬂected a sincere concern to improve the quality of Chinese ﬁlm.

Further reading
Bo Chen (1993: 142-74), contains original pro and con articles on soft cinema.

8

Sound film

The wor1d’s ﬁrst sound ﬁlm, Y7ze jazz Singer (dir. Alan Crosland, 1927), was publicly screened
in the USA on 6 August 1927. Four months later, Shanghai had its own encounter with this
new invention. On 16 December 1927, the city’s Hundred Stars Theatre showed a number
of American sound documentaries and exhibited relevant equipment after the performance,
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so that the audience could learn the operating principles of the new technology. By 1929,
Olympic Theatre, the only movie theatre in Shanghai equipped with sound facility, was showing
the ﬁrst feature-length American sound ﬁlm, '17ze I/Vings (dir. William Wellman, 1927). Sound’s
popularity encouraged other prestigious movie theatres to install the new equipment as well.
Because of the huge costs involved, the majority of movie houses in Shanghai could only afford
to show silent ﬁlms. However, since Hollywood had now turned to the production of sound
ﬁlms, the supply of silents could only be met by Chinese studios. Movie houses were thus put
under pressure to make the transition.
In general, Chinese ﬁlmmakers felt ambivalent about the coming of talkics. On the one
hand, they realized that sound represented the future of ﬁlmmaking and were keenly aware of
the necessity of adopting the new technology. On the other hand, the transition from silent to
sound required extra capital: both studios and theatres needed to be renovated, and such funds
were not immediately available to Chinese ﬁlmmakers always plagued by investment shortages. Interestingly, with Hollywood switching to talkies, Chinese ﬁlmmakers saw an opportunity
to expand a domestic market previously dominated by American products. They concluded
that the language barrier, a minor factor during the silent era, would soon amount to a major
obstacle for foreign ﬁlms. In addition, the majority of Chinese-owned movie houses were technically incapable of showing sound ﬁlms: they had no choice but to show silents. Here was a
golden opportunity for growth and development. According to this point of view, there was
no urgency or incentive for the Chinese ﬁlm industry to make the transition from silent to
sound, and as a result, Chinese studios continued to churn out silent movies well into the midl930s. Some of the most important ﬁlms of this period, such as Big Road, New Woman and
Goddess, were made without sound.
Yet the Chinese apprehension about sound could only slow down, not prevent, the period
of transition. In early 1931, both Mingxing and Youlian ﬁnally released sound ﬁlms. 1\Iingxing
premiered Sing-Song Girl Red Peony (dir. Zhang Shichuan), starring Hu Die, on 15 March
at New Light Theatre, while Youlian screened Tu the Beauty (dir. Chen Kengran, 1931) at
Olympia Theatre on 24 May. In both cases, dialogue and song were not synchronized on the
soundtrack, but recorded ﬁrst on a phonograph and then broadcast during screenings. Only
dialogue and singing were recorded, and no background sounds were included. Despite such
limitations, the two ﬁlms were a huge box-ofﬁce success. Audiences enthusiastically swarmed
the theatres, forcing other studios to reconsider their position.
On 1_]uly 1931, Huaguang Film Company publicly screened Reconciliation (dir. Xia Chifeng,
1931), the ﬁrst Chinese ﬁlm to feature a real soundtrack. Three months later, Tianyi released
its own ﬁrst sound ﬁlm, A Singer’s Stop’ (dir. Li Pingqian, 1931). These ﬁlms were produced
using foreign experts. In the case of Reconciliation, post-production was completed in a sound
studio in Japan, while the participation of foreign technicians in the making of A Singer’; Stop»
proved crucial to its success. With the release of these ﬁlms, the Chinese ﬁlm industry ﬁnally
entered the sound era. Although silent ﬁlms continued to be produced, they were gradually
phased out by the late 1930s.
4

Further reading
W. Guan (1976), a memoir of early Chinese cinema and its connection with the \/Vest; Hong
Kong Arts Centre (1984), a collection on the ﬁlms of the l920s~30s, with synopses; L. Lee
(1999), on the urban milieu of Shanghai in the 1930s; P. Pickowicz (1991), a historical survey
of the 19305, with emphasis on urban corruption.
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Wartime film, 1937-45

The fourth period of Chinese ﬁlm history begins with the outbreak of the second Sino—Japanese
war in 1937. During the next eight years, the war of resistance was to overshadow every aspect
of Chinese life, including the production of ﬁlm in both occupied and unoccupied areas. In
the wartime capital, Chongqing, Central Film Studio (Zhongdian) and China Motion Picture
Studio (Zhongzhi), both run by the KMT government, employed a large number of patriotic
ﬁlmmakers who continued to work with anti—Japanese themes. In the occupied areas,
Manchurian Motion Pictures (Manying) in Changchun served as a propaganda machine for
the Japanese, whereas ﬁlm studios in Shanghai turned to the production of entertainment ﬁlms.
Some historians view many Shanghai genre ﬁlms as constituting a passive resistance toJapanese
attempts at indoctrination throughJapanese propaganda ﬁlms. W’herever they were produced,
though, ﬁlms tended to reﬂect the uniqueness of wartime conditions.
The outbreak of war in 1937 brought ﬁlm production to a halt. Japanese bombardments
of Shanghai caused severe damage to many studios. l\/lingXing’s facilities were completely
destroyed, Lianhua was soon dissolved, and Tianyi was relocated to Hong Kong. As the situation stabilized, ﬁlm production resumed in two separate areas: the unoccupied and the
occupied.
In the unoccupied areas, ﬁlm production was concentrated around Central Film Studio,
which operated briefly in \\'uhan and then in Chongqing. Other ﬁlmmakers scattered around
places like Hong Kong and Taiyuan also played their part. Before Hong Kong fell to the
Japanese in 1941, its ﬁlmmakers produced a number of patriotic titles. Except for Oqahan
Island Paradise (dir. Cai Chusheng, 1939) and a few others, most Hong Kong productions belonged to Cantonese movies, which had formerly been banned by the KMT
government. VVhen the Japanese took over Hong Kong, Chongqing became the centre of ﬁlm
production in the unoccupied areas. China Motion Picture Studio and Central Film Studio
both released a number of highly acclaimed wartime ﬁlms, including Protect Our Land
(dir. Shi Dongshan, 1938), Children ty’C/iina (dir. Shen Xiling, 1939), Storrn on the Border
(dir. Ying Yunwei, 1940) and japanese Spy (dir. Yuan Meiyun, 1943). Needless to say, as a
part of the government’s propaganda machine, the dominant themes of these ﬁlms were
nationalism and Chinese resistance.
In the occupied areas, ﬁlm production was centred around two places. W/hile Shanghai
resumed its leadership in ﬁlmmaking as soon as the situation stabilized, Changchun, a city in
Northeastern China, hosted Manchurian Motion Pictures, brainchild of the collaboration
between the Japanese and their puppet regime, Manchukuo.
Until the outbreak of the Paciﬁc \/Var, Chinese ﬁlmmakers in Shanghai were in a peculiar
position. Because of the existence of the foreign concessions, they were protected by
British—French, neutrality and so relatively free from direct Japanese harassment, and a group
of patriotic intellectuals were able to continue inﬂuencing public opinion through their control
of journals and newspapers. Taking advantage of the situation, some patriotic ﬁlmmakers
managed to produce ﬁlms, such as Mulan joins the Army (dir. Bu Wancang, 1939), in
which strong nationalistic sentiments were wrapped in a historical framework. However, the
majority of ﬁlms produced in Shanghai during this ‘isolated island’ (gudao) period were far
removed from contemporary political life.
As early as 1939, the Japanese had sponsored the formation of China Film Company
(Zhongying), which controlled the distribution of Shanghai produced movies in Manchuria and
other occupied areas. Many Shanghai industry heads were concerned about proﬁts and therefore reluctant to make ﬁhns likely to ofiend the»Japanese. Instead, they turned to politically
safer subject matter. Detective, horror, romance and other entertainment genres dominated
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the market during this period. After Pearl Harbour, the Japanese military moved into the
International Settlements as well as the French Concession. Numerous newspapers and magazines were closed for their alleged anti-Japanese bent. Meanwhile, the Japanese proceeded to
tighten their control over the Chinese ﬁlm industry by launching China United Film Production
Corporation (Zhong1ian) in early 1942. This organization subjected all the ﬁlm-producing facilities in Shanghai to Japanese control, even though the acting managers were all Chinese,
including wartime mogul Zhang Sha.nkun. Under these conditions, the resistance and deﬁance demonstrated by some Chinese ﬁlmmakers in the early years of the occupation all but
disappeared. The best they could do was to assume a stance of ‘passive resistance’ by making
commercial flicks in an attempt to deﬂect the Japanese usage of ﬁlm as a vehicle for ideological indoctrination.
Besides Shanghai, Manchurian Motion Pictures also produced a large number ofﬁlms during
the war. Founded in August 1937 in Changchun under the ﬁnancial as well as political sponsorship of the Japanese and their puppet regime, Manchukuo, 1\/Ianchurian Motion Pictures
produced more than six hundred ﬁlms between 1937 and 1945. Not surprisingly, most of these
ﬁlms, including three hundred newsreels, served as propaganda for Japanese military expansion in Asia. In February 1938, Manchurian Motion Pictures set. up a branch studio in Beijing
(then called Beiping). Unlike China United Film Production Corporation, which always maintained the facade of Chinese management, Manchurian Motion Pictures was under direct and
total control of theJapanese. In fact, many of its key staff members were Japanese. AfterJapan
surrendered in 1945, Manchurian Motion Pictures was taken over by the KMT government,
but not before the Communists grabbed a substantial portion of its ﬁlm production facilities.
These formed the basis of Northeast (Dongbei) Film Studio, the predecessor of what is today’s
Changchun Film Studio.
See also: Cantonese cinema; propaganda and ﬁlm

Further reading
S. Stephenson (1999), a critical study of the actress Li Xianglan and the Shanghai ﬁlm
audience.
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The post-war revival, 1945-49

The ﬁfth period of Chinese ﬁlm history stretches from the end of the war to the founding of
the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in October 1949. During these four years, the
Communists and the Nationalists engaged in a ferocious civil war which ended in the Nationalist
defeat and retreat to Taiwan. The military conﬂict between the two parties was paralleled by
the equally intense battle for inﬂuence over public opinion through control of modern media
like ﬁlm. Both sides tried to use ﬁlm for political ends. While the Nationalists took steps to
nationalize the ﬁlm industry and so increase government supervision over production,
Communist and leftist ﬁlmmakers deliberately set out to produce subversive ﬁlms that undermined the legitimacy of the KMT regime. These polemical weapons played an important role
in bringing about the demise of the KMT regime.
One important development during the war was the trend towards consolidation of the
industry. While the Japanese-controlled China United Film Production Corporation brought
all Shanghai studios under one management system, and Manchurian Motion Pictures monopolized ﬁlm production and distribution in Northern China, in Chongqing, the KMT
government’s wartime capital, Central Film Studio and China 1\/lotion Picture Studio incorporated all independent ﬁlmmaking in the unoccupied areas. In both cases, governments were
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actively involved in the process of centralization under a uniﬁed national authority. This
trend continued after the war as the KMT government conﬁscated both China United Film
Production Corporation and Manchurian Motion Pictures as enemy properties. Meanwhile,
the Central Film Services, a government agency formed in 1943 to oversee ﬁlm distribution,
took control of a large number of theatres and monopolized the distribution system. With most
production facilities under its control, Central Film Studio quickly expanded its operation,
setting up two branches in Shanghai and one in Beijing. The industry came the closest it had
ever come to being nationalized.
The ﬁlms produced by Central Film Studio can be divided into three groups. The ﬁrst group
includes such titles as Laval Famihi (dir. Wu Yonggang, 1946), Code Name Heaven N0. I and From
Mghz to Dawn (both dir. Tu Guangqi, both 1947). These ﬁlms are strongly pro-government.
Loyal Famibi shows how an ordinary Chinese family maintains its loyalty to the KMT government during the war. Code Name Heaven N0. I gloriﬁes the Nationalist underground agents. From
Nig/it to Dawn gives the government an extremely positive role in the reconstruction of rural
China. The second group consists of ﬁlms that were meant to entertain rather than indoctrinate audiences. These ﬁlms usually focus on romantic triangles, crime and punishment, or
music and song. The romantic songs in 771:’ Singer (dir. Fang Peilin, 1946) and the melancholy
mood of Turning Back (dir. Yang Xiaozhong, 1948), for instance, were markedly removed
from contemporary politics. The third group of ﬁlms were produced by leftist ﬁlmmakers
employed at Central Film Studio. These ﬁlms preserved the leftist legacy of the 1930s by
presenting critical views of society. W'hi1e Dream in Paradise (dir. Tang Xiaodan, 1947)
depicts injustices in post-war China, Diary of a Homecoming (dir. YuanJun, 1947) satirizes
the corrupt Nationalist oﬂicials who take over private property in Shanghai.
While some leftist ﬁlmmakers continued to work within the conﬁnes of governmentcontrolled studios, others set up their own. In 1946, Yang Hansheng, Cai Chusheng and
Shi Dongshan formed Lianhua Film Society and recruited a number of their former Lianhua
colleagues. \\"ithin a year they had completed Eight Thousand Li of Cloud and Moon
(dir. Shi Dongshan, 1947) and the ﬁrst part of Spring River Flows East (dir. Cai Chusheng,
Zhengjunli, 1947). The success of these two ﬁlms led to Lianhua Film Society’s merger with
Kunlun Film Company in 1947. The reorganized Kunlun attracted a large number of leftist
ﬁlmmakers and became the centre of ‘progressive’ ﬁlmmaking. In addition to completing the
second part of Spiing River Flows East, a masterpiece of leftist ﬁlmmaking, Kunlun also produced
other highly acclaimed ﬁlms, notably Myriad of Lights (dir. Shen Fu, 1948), Female
Fighters (dir. Chen Liting), An Oqrhan on the Streets (dir. Zhao lVIing) and Crows and
Sparrows (dir. ZhengJunli, all 1949).
However, not all private studios were antagonistic to the government. Some sought a neutral
position by keeping their distance from both the government and the leftists. One such studio
was Wenhua, previously known for its high level of artistry. The impressive list of Wenhua
releases includes Phony Phoenixes, Night Inn (both dir. Huang Zuolin), Long Live the
Mistress! (dir. Sang Hu, all 1947), Spring in a Small Town (dir. Fei Mu, 1948) and
Sorrows andjoys of a Middle-Aged Man (dir. Sang Hu, 1949). Spring in a Small Town, in
particular, has been regarded as one of the best ﬁlms of the pre-1949 period. Wenhua’s ﬁlms
represent the humanistic tradition of Chinese ﬁlmmaking at its best. However, the majority of
ﬁlms produced by other private studios tended to give the audience what it wanted by offering
sex scandals, sensational news, cheap thrillers and romantic encounters. Titles such as 7720172))
Rose (dir. Yang Xiaozhong), Pink Bomb (both 1947) and Beaugliv Blood (1948, both dir. Xu Xinfu)
are indicative of their general thematic orientation.
Although the country’s political instability limited the industry’s potential to grow, the four
years from 1946 to 1949 witnessed a spectacular revival of ﬁlmmaking. Chinese ﬁlms now
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surpassed those of previous decades in both quantity and quality. When the CCP came to
power in 1949, the new regime inherited a vital industry with a rich legacy and a framework
for nationalization already laid out by the Nationalists.

Further reading
Y. Bao (1985), a survey of pre-1949 ﬁlm; R. Bergeron (1977), a history of Chinese ﬁlm up
to 1949; Cheng et al. (1963), a two-volume ﬁlm history from the Communist perspective;
Y. Du (1988), a two-volume ﬁlm history from the Nationalist perspective; Ellis (1982), a
report on early Chinese cinema screened in Italy; L. Gongsun (1977), an anecdotal history of
early Chinese ﬁlm; P. Wlilson (1987), a study of Northeast Film Studio.
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Film in the PRC: the first seventeen years, 1949-66

The Communist victory of 1949 brought profound changes to Chinese society and ﬁlm. Before
1949, political authorities could only inﬂuence ﬁlm production. In some cases, ﬁlm studios
could even refuse to act on requests by the government. After 1949, however, the state enjoyed
complete control of every aspect of ﬁlmmaking, often in the most tyrannical manner. The
development of ﬁlm in the People’s Republic of China (PRC) was, therefore, drawn ever closer
into the orbit of party politics.
During the ﬁrst seventeen years of the PRC, the CCP implemented a series of policies that
drastically changed the country. The party abandoned any pretence of being a democratic
coalition and openly defended its ‘proletarian dictatorship’. The numerous political campaigns
not only acted to suppress dissident voices, but also purged the party of those who dared question or oppose lvlao Zedong, the supreme CCP leader. Economically, the state nationalized
the country’s ﬁnance, industry, transportation and other key areas and transformed China into
a socialist planned economy modelled after the Soviet Union. These dramatic social and
economic changes were accompanied by an intense effort to launch an ideological battle for
control of people’s minds. Film was transformed from primarily a mass entertainment into a
machine of political indoctrination. \=Vith just a few exceptions, ﬁlms produced between 1949
and 1966 reﬂect the party’s political and ideological agenda more than the tastes of the ﬁlm
audience.
The CCP has always considered ﬁlm an important propaganda weapon. Its involvement
with the medium began as early as 1932, when Xia Yan formed an underground Communist
cell in Shanghai with the speciﬁc goal of penetrating the ﬁlm industry. During the war of resistance, many Communist intellectuals worked in the propaganda department of the coalition
government under Chiang Kai—shek’s leadership. When Japan surrendered in 1945, the CCP
took over -part of Manchurian l\/lotion Pictures and used it as a basis for the building of its
own ﬁlm studio. In Shanghai, underground CCP members not only inﬁltrated the Nationalistcontrolled Central Film Studio, together with other private studios, but also set up their own
company. Consequently, when the CCP ﬁnally took control of the country in 1949, it immediately moved to nationalize the ﬁlm industry. Even before the founding of the PRC in October,
the party’s central committee had set up the Central Film Bureau in April 1949. This agency
was in charge of all matters related to ﬁlm production, exhibition and distribution. In essence,
it was the highest authority in charge of the entire ﬁlm industry.
By November 1949, the CCP had not only established a ﬁrm control over the ﬁlm industry
nationwide, it also owned and operated three major ﬁlm studios producing eighty per cent of
the country’s total output. As early as October 1946, the CCP had turned part of Manchurian
Motion Pictures into Northeast Film Studio, with staff members drawn mostly from the group
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who made newsreels in Yan’an, the Communist headquarters during the war. Although
Northeast produced a large number of newsreels, it did not release its ﬁrst feature ﬁlm, Bridge
(dir. \/Vang Bin), until April 1949.
The beginnings of Beijing Film Studio can be traced toJanuary 1949, when the Communist
army entered the city and seized the branch belonging to Central Film Studio. In April, the
military turned it over to the newly formed civilian government, which then organized what
was initially called Beiping Film Studio. A former actor and veteran CCP member, Tian Fang
was appointed as ﬁrst general manager of the studio, and the studio changed its name to Beijing
along with the city in October 1949.
Shanghai Film Studio was ofﬁcially founded on 16 November 1949. The newest among the
three studios, it was the best equipped and had the largest production capability. The material basis of Shanghai Film Studio comprised conﬁscated ﬁlm-producing equipment formerly
owned by the Nationalists. Shanghai Film Studio also attracted the largest number of veteran
ﬁlmmakers. In comparison with their colleagues in Northeast and Beijing, they tended to have
much more experience of feature ﬁlm production.
In accordance with a CCP political platform that envisioned several stages in the country’s
social, political and economic transformation, the PRC government’s initial policy with regard
to private studios was to encourage their growth. Of the seven studios not associated with the
government, four received loans totalling twenty-one million yuan. The government also
provided ﬁlm stock and equipment. Considering the economic blockade imposed on China by
hostile international forces led by the USA, not to mention China’s military involvement in
Korea, the government seemed quite generous in allocating its resources to private studios.
But the policy began to change once a number of studios produced titles considered to
deviate from the party line. From the party’s point of view, these problematic ﬁlms, which
amounted to a betrayal of the government’s trust, demonstrated the necessity for tighter ideological control. For many ﬁlmmakers, the nationwide campaigns against 77ze Life of Wu Xun
(dir. Sun_Yu, 1950), Commander Guan (dir. Shi Hui, 1951) and Husband and I/Vﬁ’ (dir. Zheng
Junli, 1951) signalled a difficult time ahead, as ofﬁcial criticism adversely affected their distribution and box-ofﬁce returns. In 1952, all private studios ‘willingly’ merged with the
state-controlled Shanghai Film Studio, and private studios were nonexistent for the next threedecades.
In the meantime, the state set out to establish more studios of its own. After ﬁrst launching
the military-affiliated August First (Bayi) Film Studio in August 1952, ofﬁcials approved the
establishment of ﬁve more provincial studios by the late 1950s: Xi’an Film Studio in Shanxi,
Pearl River Film Studio in Guangdong, Emei Film Studio in Sichuan, Tianshan Film Studio
in Xinjiang and Inner Mongolian Film Studio in Inner Mongolia. These studios, along with
Changchun (formerly Northeast), Beijing (Formerly Beiping), Shanghai and August First,
produced the bulk of ﬁlms between the 1950s and the 1980s.
One of the reasons the PRC government reorganized the ﬁlm industry was that the party
wanted to use ﬁlm effectively, as a vehicle for the teaching of new values and new ideas. Due
to their sense of mission, the ofﬁcials in charge probably did not consider their work political
indoctrination. They were simply trying to bring ‘good’ ﬁlms to the people. What was considered good or bad, however, was dictated by the speciﬁc political needs of the moment.
Soon after the CCP came into power, it began to purge Western ﬁlms, especially Hollywood
productions. Even before the outbreak of the Korean war, the PRC had taken steps to reduce
the inﬂuence of Western cinema. In addition to limiting the number of days Western ﬁlms
could be shown in theatres, the government sponsored negative publicity campaigns. With
China preparing to enter the Korean conﬂict, theiaarty orchestrated anti-American parades
L
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throughout the country, and the watching of American ﬁlms became socially stigmatized. It
did not take long for the general denunciation of the USA to turn into the speciﬁc denunciation of Hollywood. To substantiate official charges, numerous personal accounts of the harm
done to Chinese people by American ﬁlms were published. This campaign was obviously effective, because by October 1950 American ﬁlms had all but disappeared from China.
After driving American ﬁlms out of the market, the government ﬁlled the resulting vacuum
with Soviet Union and Eastern European imports. Dubbing these ﬁlms became an important
part of the studios’ daily schedule. Between 1949 and 1952, a total of 180 Soviet ﬁlms were
dubbed. To further encourage the attendance of Soviet ﬁlms, the state lowered ticket prices
for urban dwellers. However, imported Soviet ﬁlms did not immediately catch on, in part
because of audience unfamiliarity with Russian culture and history. Chinese exposure to
Soviet ﬁlm in the pre-1949 period had been limited to a few private screenings sponsored by
the Soviet Embassy and attended mostly by leftist intellectuals. To help Chinese audiences
understand Soviet ﬁlms, the news media published essays and reviews with background
information and synopses. l\/Ieanwhile, Chinese ﬁlmmakers were sent to the Soviet Union
for advanced training, and Soviet ﬁlmmakers were invited to teach in China’s newly established Beijing Film School, later the famous Beijing Film Academy (BFA). With the help
of official sponsorship, Soviet ﬁlms soon replaced American ﬁlms’ former position in the
marketplace.
.
For the CCP, the banning of American ﬁlms and the introduction of Soviet ﬁlms were only
the initial steps in the plan to produce domestic titles that could further the cause of socialism.
Early productions from the state-controlled studios illustrate some characteristics of this new
cinema. In Bridge, workers’ revolutionary enthusiasm is portrayed as the driving force behind
the completion of a difficult construction project, whereas the chief engineer’s expertise is represented more as obstacle than asset. In Daughters of China (dir. Ling Zifeng, Zai Qiang,
1949), a sense of nationalism and heroism prevails throughout. 7722 I4/liite-Haired Girl
(dir. \Vang Bin, Shui Hua, 1950) depicts the oppression of Chinese peasants under the old
regime and their liberation by the Commmﬁst revolution. And S/zangrao Conrentration Cam/1
(dir. Sha Meng, Zhang Ke, 1951) gloriﬁes the sacriﬁce and devotion of Communists imprisoned by the Nationalists.
In 1950, the government developed a quota system to subject studios to an annual production plan. For instance, the Film Bureau forecast a total of eighteen ﬁlms for 1951, of which
at least three should deal with the CCP’s war against the Japanese and the Nationalists, four
to ﬁve with socialist construction, two with land reform and rural life, two with world
peace, one with science, one with issues of ethnic minority, one with cultural matters, and
one with children. This system of allocating speciﬁc subject matter continues to serve as a
basic working model for the state because it can carry the party’s political priorities at any
given time.
This quota system theoretically applied only to state-controlled studios, which meant that
private studios were exempt. But by approving and disapproving ﬁlm scripts, the Film Bureau
retained a great deal of power over what private studios could produce in‘ the early 1950s. In
fact, the party’s distrust of private studios grew after the national campaign against The Lﬁ zy’
Wu Xun. This biography was written and directed by the veteran director Sun Yu, who had
earlier played a major role in the leftist cinema movement. Although production began in
1948, the ﬁlm was not completed until 1950. The story was based on the life of the historical
ﬁgure Wu Xun, an illiterate peasant determined to change the destiny of the poor by giving
them an education. In contrast to his friend who joined the peasant rebels, Wu sought change
within the existing system.
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When the ﬁlm was released, it initially received extremely favourable reviews. Several major
newspapers in Beijing and Shanghai published articles praising it as a breakthrough in historical drama and an illustration of the peasants’ awakening to the power of culture. But when
Mao Zedong saw it, he found serious deviations from revolutionary ideology and orchestrated
a nationwide condemnation. Beginning on 16 May 1951, PeopZe’s Daily, the ofﬁcial party organ,
published a series of articles criticizing both the historical ﬁgure Wu Xun and the ﬁlm of his
life. Qn 20 May, Mao himself wrote an editorial questioning Wu’s class background and essentially ‘conformist’ stance. In addition, Mao alleged that the reviewers who praised the ﬁlm
lacked understanding of Marxist doctrines. Following Mao’s lead, a national campaign to
denounce Y7ze Lije of I/Va Xun was launched. Between May and latejuly 1951, an overwhelming
number of articles were published in major newspapers and journals. In June, Mao’s wife,
_]iang Qing, led an investigative team to Wu Xun’s home town with the aim of collecting
evidence in support of Mao’s denunciation. A 45,000-word report, published in People’s Daity
between 23 and 28_]u1y 1951, claimed, amongst other things, that the real \/Vu opposed peasant
revolution, that his attempts at building schools came to nothing and even helped ‘repair’ the
feudal establishment, that he had ties with the local underworld and extracted money from
people, and that his school was never_exclusive1y for children from poor families.
\'\*'ith Mao’s editorial and _]iang’s investigative interventions, the fate of The Lye of llla Xun
was sealed. Not only was the ﬁlm banned, but all involved in making, distributing and promoting
it were subject to tremendous political pressure. Many had to offer ‘self criticism’ or recant
their views in public. Most important of all, the ban and the campaign served as a warning to
intellectuals throughout the country. They should familiarize themselves with 1\larxist teachings and pay attention to the party’s view of history. Any deviation from the ofﬁcial line would
carry serious consequences.
The campaign against Y7ze Lyis of Wu Xun had a chilling effect on the entire ﬁlm industry.
The rate of production dropped drastically in the early 1950s. Given the ﬁnancial risks involved,
private studios found it particularly difﬁcult to operate under a system of strict censorship
and began to merge with state-owned studios. Filmmakers became more concerned with not
making political mistakes than being artistically creative or even productive. In 1956, following
the de—Stalinization in the Soviet Union, Mao encouraged candid criticism of his regime during
the Hundred Flowers period (1956—7). His chosen slogan was taken from an ancient expression: ‘Let a hundred ﬂowers bloom, let a hundred schools of thought contend.’ Now the term
refers to a period of pluralism in intellectual life. Scholars, writers and ﬁlmmakers responded
to Mao’s call with an often bitter denunciation of many aspects of life under the CCP’s rule,
with the latter in particular voicing their resentment toward heavy-handed interference from
studio management, the Film Bureau and the Ministry of Propaganda. While some complained
about censorship, others ridiculed the uneducated party ofﬁcials who meddled in the complicated process of ﬁlm production. A number of ﬁlms from this period also veered away from
the party line. For instance, the ﬁrst comedy produced in the PRC, Beﬁre t/ze New Director
Arrives (dir. Lu Ban, 1956), ridicules officials who try to curry favour with their superiors. Another
ﬁlm, Loyal Partners (dir. Xu Changlin, 1957), casts intellectuals as the heroes, a major departure
from mainstream representations of intellectuals over previous years.
This atmosphere of political openness was short-lived.- Alarmed by the discontent revealed
during the Hundred Flowers period, particularly from the intellectual community, Mao
launched the Anti-Rightist Campaign in June 1957 to suppress dissident voices. As a result,
many in the ﬁlm industry were labelled Rightists. Both Before the New Director Arrives and
Loyal Partners were recalled from circulation, and several people involved in their production
were publicly condemned. Shanghai Film Studio was particularly hard hit. Several veteran
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